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France and the Responsibility to Protect: A tale of two norms

Abstract

Even though France has been a key actor of human protection since the 1980s, the existing literature often adopts an Anglo-Saxon focus or concentrates on states which have been reluctant to see international norms of human protection develop. As a consequence, it overlooks France’s central role in the development of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P), which can be seen as the leading norm of human protection today. In turn, the growing influence R2P has had on France’s conception and practice of human protection – and on its foreign policy more generally – remains unexplored. This article is the first of its kind to correct these oversights by examining France’s relationship to R2P from its emergence to today. It argues that to do so, we need to analyse the evolving relationship of two interconnected – yet distinct – norms: France’s domestic norm of human protection on the one hand, and the international norm of R2P on the other. It builds on the constructivist literature to offer a theoretical framework that allows the study of this tale of two norms and draws upon elite interviews of key actors such as Gareth Evans and Bernard Kouchner to provide a unique understanding of France’s relationship to R2P. Through this tale of two norms,
the article reshapes our understanding of both R2P and France’s past and current foreign policy. Additionally, it contributes to the literature on norm diffusion, in particular by deepening our understanding of how domestic and international norms interplay.
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**Introduction**

Put in simple terms, the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) means that states have a responsibility to protect their own population from genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and ethnic cleansing, while the international community has a responsibility to assist them in this task and to react in a “timely and decisive manner” if they fail to do so.¹ It entails much more than just reacting to mass atrocity situations through military interventions: a strong emphasis is put on prevention and the use of force is seen as a last resort.

Considering that it has been used in 68 United Nations (UN) Security Council resolutions and has been the subject of nine annual reports from the various UN Secretary-Generals since it was unanimously endorsed at the 2005 World Summit, it
could be assumed that R2P’s emergence and development have been extensively investigated. Yet, the literature often adopts an Anglo-Saxon focus or concentrates on states which have been reluctant to see it develop (in particular, Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa – more commonly known as the BRICS). For instance, even though France is a permanent member of the UN Security Council and considers itself as the ‘homeland of human rights’, the literature available on France’s approach to R2P – including the French literature – is limited since it focuses on particular interventions, in specific geographical domains, and historical moments.

This gap is problematic for two main reasons. First, it prevents us from fully understanding the development of R2P by overlooking the role played by France over the years. Additionally, it precludes us from thoroughly analysing France’s past and current foreign policy since it leads us to underestimate the role played both by France’s commitment to human protection, and the growing influence of R2P on France’s conception and practice of human protection. Consequently, this article aims to correct these shortfalls by being the first of its kind to investigate France’s relationship to R2P over time.

It conceptualises human protection – which, to borrow the words of UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, can be defined as ‘a subset of the more encompassing
concept of human security [...] [which] addresses more immediate threats to the survival of individuals and groups – as a regime ‘comprising principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures’. Within this regime, it argues that the best way to study France’s relationship to R2P is to analyse ‘a tale of two norms’. The first is the dominant international norm of human protection today – R2P – and the second is France’s domestic norm of human protection, which emerged in the 1980s and has been influential on the various French executives ever since. Each norm has had its own trajectory, yet they have been interconnected and have influenced each other as they evolved. Analysing the complexity of this relationship reveals much more about the actual emergence of R2P than any other models that mistakenly reduce R2P’s development to a simple linear story.

To study the multifaceted historical interplay of the two norms, the article builds on the constructivist literature – and more specifically, on the respective work of Finnemore and Sikkink, and Acharya – and offers a theoretical framework defined by four key stages: entrepreneurship, localisation, subsidiarity and internalisation. Considering that norms are not static, these stages are likely to recur as the international context evolves and/or new forms of contestation emerge, but the framework put forward can be used to analyse these developments.
This article is unique in bringing together human protection, France’s foreign policy, and international relation theory and seeks to make key contributions to each field. It reshapes our understanding of R2P by showing how France has played a central role in its development and how the international norm is impacting states like France. Additionally, it corrects prevailing assumptions on France’s past and current foreign policy by emphasising how both France’s commitment to human protection and the international normative context have influenced the various French executives over the years. From a theoretical point of view, in contrast to the majority of the literature on norm, it analyses a case in which a state is not wary of an international norm but rather plays a central role in the debates and thus provides a different and valuable view of how norms develop and interact. Additionally, it shows it is essential to pay more attention to the interplay between domestic and international norms if we are to ever understand the emergence, development, and influence of key international norms such as R2P, along with the way they are being negotiated and internalised by important states like France. Finally, by putting forward a theoretical framework that is not only suitable for this tale of two norms, but can also be applied to other cases, it also makes a broader contribution to the literature on norms and IR theory.
The article begins by explaining the theoretical framework offered to study this tale of two norms. After defining France’s domestic norm of human protection and its influence on the various French executives throughout the 1990s, it investigates France’s relationship to R2P throughout the key phases of its development: its emergence as a concept between 2001 and 2004, its transition from international principle to international norm between the 2005 World Summit and the 2011 intervention in Libya, and its current state post-Libya.\(^7\)

To do so, it draws on key elite interview material of key personalities such as Gareth Evans, Bernard Kouchner, Mario Bettati, and Roland Dumas, elite discourse analysis of the speeches in both French and English of the various French presidents, ministers of foreign affairs, and permanent representatives to the UN on France’s foreign policy, human protection or specific interventions; the analysis of UN draft resolutions sponsored by France; and the study of thirteen case studies.\(^8\)

It argues that despite being a norm entrepreneur in the 1990s, France played no part in the emergence of R2P. It investigates this surprising lack of role and argues that France was purposefully excluded from the negotiations. It then shows that despite this lack of entrepreneurship, France became a norm consolidator from 2006. However, influenced by France’s domestic norm of human protection, Sarkozy and key
members of his various executives promoted a very unique understanding of R2P which, at times, led to its endangerment. As the international norm strengthened during Hollande’s presidency, France became a more traditional supporter of R2P and its domestic norm of human protection began to align with R2P. This recent influence of R2P on France’s conception of human protection shows that a new dynamic in France’s relationship to R2P has begun to take place. Even though R2P started having restrictive effects on where and how France could respond to mass atrocities during Sarkozy’s presidency, France’s conception and practice of human protection was mainly influenced by France’s domestic norm of human protection before Hollande’s presidency.

**Analysing the tale of two norms**

In order to study the historical interplay between France’s domestic norm of human protection and R2P, the article synthesises and builds on the respective work of IR theorists Finnemore and Sikkink, and Acharya to develop a framing capable of looking at the two-level process between domestic and international norms. Through their concept of ‘norm life cycle’, Finnemore and Sikkink explain that ‘norm influence may be understood as a three-stage process. [...] [T]he first stage is "norm emergence"; the second stage involves broad norm acceptance, which we term, [...] a “norm cascade”;
and the third stage involves internalisation’.\textsuperscript{9} With the concept of ‘norm circulation’, Acharya also investigates norm diffusion, but ‘pays greater attention to agency and feedback in norm dynamics’ by arguing that it is ‘a two-way process’.\textsuperscript{10} More precisely, he explains that ‘global norms offered by transnational moral actors are contested and localized to fit the cognitive priors of local actors (localization), while this local feedback is repatriated back to the wider global context along with other locally constructed norms and help to modify and possibly defend and strengthen the global norm in question (subsidiarity)’.\textsuperscript{11}

Both models are invaluable contributions to the literature on norms. However, they both have limitations when it comes to achieving the objectives of this article. While they acknowledge that “domestic norms [...] are deeply entwined with the workings of international norms [since] many international norms began as domestic norms and become international through the efforts of entrepreneurs of various kinds”,\textsuperscript{12} the role played by domestic norms – and in particular, by one single norm – is not explored enough in Finnemore and Sikkink’s ‘life cycle’ framework and neither is the process of interconnectedness between domestic and international norms during the emergence and development of these international norms.
Acharya’s ‘norm circulation’ model pays greater attention to agency but argues that ‘norm circulation occurs when the less powerful actors feel marginalised in the norm creation process or feel betrayed by the abuse of the norm by the more powerful actors in the implementation stage’ which, as this articles shows, is not always the case and is not the case here. Additionally, even though it acknowledges the role domestic or even regional norms can have in the emergence and development of international norms, the model is not designed to analyse the role played by one specific domestic norm. Finally, while it is important to stress that norms are not static, – which is a claim shared by this article – the concept of ‘norm circulation’ does not reflect enough the extensive influence international norms can have once they are established (at least until their next evolution) on related domestic norms, and in turn, the reduced influence domestic norms can have on international ones once these international norms are strong.

Despite these limitations and even though these authors conceptualise the way norms emerge and develop in very different ways, the article argues that – combined together – the tools of analysis they put forward can be used to study the interplay between France’s domestic norm and R2P over time. More specifically and as illustrated by the figure below, it explains that four key stages can be defined to study the relationship between the norms as they evolved: 1) entrepreneurship, 2)
localisation, 3) subsidiarity, and 4) internalisation. It borrows the concepts of entrepreneurship and internalisation from Finnemore and Sikkink’s ‘norm life cycle’ model, and the concepts of localisation and subsidiarity from Acharya’s ‘norm circulation’ model. Considering that norms are not static but are rather in constant evolution, these stages should not be seen as a unidirectional representation of the development of norms, but instead, as one segment or stage that will be repeated as the international context evolves and/or new forms of contestation emerge. The following sections explain how each tool is used in this specific framework but before doing so, it is important to emphasise that even though this article’s empirical focus is on France and R2P, this framework can be used to study the tale of other interconnected yet distinct domestic and international norms.
(i) Norm entrepreneurship

The first step – norm entrepreneurship – allows the investigation of the specific role an actor like France can play in the early stages of the emergence of an international norm such as R2P. It would be mistaken to suggest that France could singularly lead to
the emergence of R2P since, to borrow Acharya’s words, ‘the creation of international norms is never a one-source, one-way, or a one-step process. Nor is it carried out by a single agent’. However, we need to be able to analyse the specific role played by key states like France to better understand the international norm. Finnemore and Sikkink’s work helps us achieve this goal.

They define the concept of norm entrepreneurship as ‘the purposive efforts of individuals and groups to change social understandings’, in particular through the process of framing as norm entrepreneurs use ‘language that names, interprets, and dramatizes’ specific issues in order to gain public traction. Considering that not all norms are equal and thus many will not be successfully internationalised, Sikkink argues that the support of powerful state actors eventually needs to be secured. Once this process takes place, states become norm entrepreneurs at the international level and then seek to gain the support of an organisational platform, which Finnemore and Sikkink refer to as the institutionalisation of the emergent norm and define as ‘the way norms become embedded in international organisations and institutions’.

(ii) Norm localisation
The institutionalisation process generates discussions, contestations, and negotiations on what the emerging international norm actually entails, often leading to the appearance of differences between the norm entrepreneurs’ original vision and the international consensus. This is facilitated by the fact that the emerging norm is often broadly defined in order to ‘provide opportunities for localisation’\(^{24}\) and maximise the chances it has to be globally adopted.

R2P is a good illustration of this process since even though the international community agreed on a definition in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document, the section on R2P was very brief and open to interpretation. For instance, ten years on from the World Summit, the expression ‘manifest failing’ of Paragraph 139 stills generated ‘a large amount of ambiguity and inconsistency’.\(^{25}\) In light of these different interpretations, we need to be able to determine the properties of R2P that are being taken on or ignored by the various French executives over time. The fact that France already had a specific domestic norm of human protection leads us to suspect that key differences of understanding could have emerged early on.

Acharya’s concept of norm ‘localisation’ – which he defines as ‘a complex process and outcome by which norm-takers build congruence between transnational norms [...] and local beliefs and practices’\(^{26}\) – helps us achieve this goal. By
encouraging us to look at states’ ‘preconstructed normative beliefs and practices’, the concept indeed helps us understand how key members of the executive and local actors ‘perform acts of selection, borrowing, and modification in accordance with a pre-existing normative framework to build congruence between that and emerging global norms’.28

(iii) Subsidiarity

Once a state like France has adjusted its understanding of the international norm to its domestic context, it will then attempt to promote this slightly different understanding to the international community. This is where Acharya’s concept of ‘subsidiarity’ becomes helpful. He argues that it is ‘a process whereby local actors create rules with a view to preserve their autonomy from dominance, neglect, violation, or abuse by more powerful central actor’.29 Although the concept was mainly designed to analyse ‘the normative behaviour of Third World countries’,30 it can be used to examine the relationship between a domestic and an international norm, no matter what the origin of the domestic norm is. For this purpose, this framework uses the more recent – and broader – definition put forward by Acharya, which consists in arguing that subsidiarity is the process through which the domestic feedback which emerged from the process
of localisation “is repatriated back to the wider global context [...] and help modify [...] the global norm in question’. 31

Two outcomes can be expected from this subsidiarity process. First, it could lead to a weakening of the emerging international norm, especially since the consensus around the norm remains fragile during the early stages of its emergence. If this is the case, it can be predicted that the norm entrepreneurs, and the actors who had begun to internalise it, will attempt to propose changes to promote its survival. If they are successful, the emerging international norm will evolve and if they fail, it will disappear.

Nevertheless, a second scenario is that the fragile consensus around the emerging international norm will actually be strengthened by the subsidiarity process. This could first happen if the suggestions made are well-received by the international community. 32 In contrast, the strengthening of the norm could take place if the changes suggested are contested by a majority of the international community and contribute to the emergence of common ground between sceptics and enthusiasts of the norm.
Before moving on to the last phase, it is important to emphasise that the localisation and subsidiarity processes can take place several times while the international norm emerges and develops, especially if the subsidiarity process has led to a weakening of the emerging international norm and the norm is being reshaped.

(iv) Norm internalisation

Once a norm gains sufficient international traction, it eventually becomes internalised, which, according to Finnemore and Sikkink, occurs when norms ‘achieve a “taken-for-granted” quality that makes conformance with the norm almost automatic’.33 Once enough states have gone through the internalisation process, the international community shares a strong, basic understanding of the international norm, and promotes and implements it most of the time. This process does not always happen as not all norms gain enough international traction. However, if it does, the impact a singular state like France can have on its development becomes limited,34 and it can be expected that the related domestic norm will align to a certain extent with the international one, at least until the international context evolves and/or new forms of contestation emerge.
France’s domestic norm of human protection and its influence throughout the 1990s

Before analysing the evolution of France’s relationship to R2P in more depth, it is important to briefly define what is meant by France’s domestic norm of human protection and why it should be understood as a specific norm rather than the domestic understanding of similar international norms. At the heart of France’s domestic norm lies the concept of *devoir d’ingérence* (duty to intervene/interfere). Jean-François Revel coined the expression in June 1979, when he condemned the acts of two African despots, Jean-Bédel Bokassa in the Central African Republic and Idi Amin Dada in Uganda. He argued that ‘the non-ingérence principle is [...] synonym of non-assistance to a person in danger’.35 This principle of non-assistance, which consists of punishing any person who would not assist a person whose life is under immediate threat, is taken very seriously in France and has often been used to call for the recognition of a *devoir d’ingérence*.36

Although Revel coined the expression, Bernard Kouchner (co-founder of *Médecins Sans Frontières* – Doctors Without Borders) and Professor Mario Bettati (distinguished international legal scholar and adviser of Kouchner) became its promoters and practitioners. In January 1987, they organised an ‘International
Conference on Law and Humanitarian Morality’ in Paris in order to debate and promote the concept. Kouchner opened the conference by asking ‘can we let them die simply because a frontier separates us from their harm?’. Bettati then argued that the victims of a humanitarian crisis had a ‘droit à l’assistance humanitaire’ – a right to humanitarian assistance – which he defined as a ‘new human right’. To honour this right, he and Kouchner contended that a devoir d’ingérence – and a subsequent droit d’ingérence (a right to intervene/interfere) – needed to be acknowledged. In other words, the droit d’ingérence was only promoted in order to fulfil a devoir to assist endangered populations and to implement the victims’ droit à l’assistance humanitaire.

The source of the emergency was broadly defined in order to promote an extensive understanding of human protection and thus included emergencies created by political, natural, industrial, and nuclear situations. At the end of the conference, the participants voted a resolution that called for the recognition ‘in a single international document signed by all the states members of the international community, of both the victims’ droit à l’assistance humanitaire and the obligation of the states to contribute to this assistance’.
Some could argue that hundreds of conferences take place every year and that, unfortunately, their impact often remains limited beyond the realm of the participants or the wider academic community. Nevertheless, this was not the case here. Not only did the conference gather key speakers such as Nobel Peace Prize Lech Walesa and UN High Commissioner for refugees Jean-Pierre Hocke, but President Mitterrand and his Prime Minister Jacques Chirac accepted to respectively open and conclude the conference, allowing it to receive extensive public attention. Mitterrand declared ‘the first human right, you will agree, is the right to life, and the first duty, is the assistance to a person in danger, to population threatened by perils. Are bound by this duty, all of those who hold the means to action’.\textsuperscript{41} Chirac argued that such a conference could not have taken place anywhere else but France, and explained that he supported the concept ‘without any reservation’.\textsuperscript{42}

As argued in the previous section, their support was essential considering that, for a norm to develop, it has to be institutionalised by key actors. In this case, not only were the norm entrepreneurs supported by key members of the executive, they became part of it since Mitterrand and Chirac invited Kouchner and Bettati to be part of the executive.
The immediate endorsement of Kouchner and Bettati’s proposal by Mitterrand and Chirac can appear surprising since they were from opposite ends of the political spectrum, but it can partly be explained by the influence of two key ideational factors. The first is the idea that France is the ‘homeland of human rights’ and as such, has a duty to promote them (in particular the right to life). This aspect of France’s identity has often been traced back to the French Revolution and has been promoted by French leaders such as Mitterrand, Chirac, Sarkozy, and Hollande, regardless of their political affiliation. As Smouts explains, ‘the image of a grand and generous France, daughter of the Revolution and homeland of human rights is part of the national heritage’.

The second factor is the obsession with France’s rang (rank) which has influenced – or rather obsessed – French leaders such as Louis XIV, Napoleon III or de Gaulle for centuries. As Grosser argues, ‘elsewhere, prestige is considered as a tool allowing to better reach political or economic ends. For [France], prestige constitutes an end in itself’. The presidencies of Mitterrand, Chirac, Sarkozy, and Hollande were no exceptions. They all argued that, although France’s status in the world evolved considerably over time, it is more than a middle-size power and as such, it ought to be involved in human protection.
Consequently, France’s domestic norm of human protection emerged in the late 1980s and consists in arguing that France has a special role to play in human protection in light of its history, values, and rank. It is a norm rather than an influential idea or the domestic version of a related international norm because it is specific to France and drove – or at the very least, strongly influenced – the various executives’ commitment to human protection over time: it provided an ‘oughtness’ to react to mass atrocity situations and often, an expectation to intervene to protect.

Considering that norms are rarely static, more or less attention was paid to France’s history, values, and rank depending on the composition of the French executive at the time. Similarly, the way the norm was implemented evolved and so did the terminology used (in particular, from Chirac’s presidency, the expression *devoir d’ingérence* was replaced by less controversial terminology such as responsibility to act). However, as this article shows, the claim that France has a special role to play in human protection in lights of its history, values, and rank remained influential.

As a consequence, at the end of the 1980s, well before the emergence of R2P, key members of the executive began working towards the international recognition of a *devoir* – and associated *droit* – *d’ingérence* to fulfil the victims’ *droit à l’assistance humanitaire*. In particular, Kouchner and Bettati began drafting and promoting key
resolutions at the UN. Their efforts led to the adoption of Resolutions A/RES/43/131 and A/RES/45/100 on ‘Humanitarian assistance to victims of natural disaster and similar emergency situations’ by the General Assembly in 1988 and 1990, and S/RES/688 on Iraq by the UN Security Council in 1991.

These resolutions constituted the first steps in the recognition of the need of a right, if not a duty, to provide humanitarian assistance by helping the UN Security Council broaden and legitimise its competence in preventing and responding to humanitarian crises. In doing so, they contributed to the emergence of the international principle that was humanitarian intervention\footnote{Since as Gareth Evans – Co-chair of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty – explains,} since Bernard Kouchner [...] did not invent the concept of, or even the expression, ‘humanitarian intervention’. [...] But what Kouchner did do was give it a new lease of life by inventing and popularising the expression ‘droit d’ingérence’. [...] In the recurring debates of the 1990s, the banner call from those demanding forceful action in the face of catastrophe was invariably, echoing Kouchner [...]. In making the response to mass atrocities the single most debated foreign policy issue of the decade, rather than one that could
comfortably be ignored by policymakers, his contribution was outstanding.\textsuperscript{50}

In addition to this normative contribution, France became heavily involved militarily for humanitarian purposes by participating in UN peacekeeping missions with strong humanitarian components (it deployed an average of 5,098 troops a year between 1991 and 1995).\textsuperscript{51} Despite what could have been expected, it did not limit its participation to Africa – France’s perceived zone of influence during the Cold War – but rather intervened worldwide with a particularly strong involvement in Iraq, Cambodia, Somalia, and former Yugoslavia.

By framing the idea of intervening as a duty rather than simply a right, and in moral rather than legal terms, the support of the French public opinion was strong. In particular, the French population became supportive of any intervention presented as humanitarian. This can be seen in a poll led by SIRPA:\textsuperscript{52} ‘when asked if they approved or disapproved of the use of French armed forces, [...] to bring assistance to populations in distress (famine and civil war)’, the French replied positively by ‘73 per cent in 1990, 79 per cent in 1991, 81 per cent in 1992 and 1993, and 83 per cent in 1994’.\textsuperscript{53}
France’ domestic norm remained influential – and more specifically, action-binding – throughout President Chirac’s first mandate (1995-2002). Chirac’s support could be seen as surprising considering that by the time he became president, the interventions France took part in for humanitarian purposes were facing key challenges that threatened France’s rank instead of promoting it. For instance, in former Yugoslavia, UNPROFOR (the UN Protection Force) – to which France was the highest troop contributor – was forced to ‘stand aside while the worst war crimes in Europe since the Second World War were perpetrated’ in Srebrenica. Additionally, its troops were constantly targeted and humiliated by the Bosnian Serbs and instead of showcasing the fact that France was ‘capable of assuming the political, military, financial, and human costs’ of the UN interventions, it began to suggest that it could not address key emergencies.

A normative rollback could thus have been expected but instead, Chirac and his various executives kept arguing that in light of its history, values, and rank, France had a special role to play in human protection and simply shifted the way it practiced its perceived duty to protect. For instance, in Former Yugoslavia, France remained highly committed to the resolution of the conflict and Chirac’s executives simply promoted a more robust approach in the field, in particular, by encouraging NATO’s involvement and the creation of the Rapid Reaction Force.
The emergence of R2P or the exclusion of France

Despite the lack of normative rollback in France, by the end of the 1990s, the international community was divided about what to do in case of mass atrocity situations. In 2001, the ICISS attempted to overcome these divisions in its report *The Responsibility to Protect* and argued that ‘the principle of non-intervention yields to the international responsibility to protect’.\(^{57}\)

Considering its strong involvement in human protection since the 1980s, it would not seem farfetched to expect France to have been part of the Commission. After all, Gareth Evans – co-chair of the ICISS – had referred to Kouchner’s contribution in the 1990s as ‘outstanding’. Nevertheless, no French representative – not even Kouchner – was present at the negotiation table. A logical explanation could have been that the ICISS was mainly composed of representatives from the Global South in order to signal that their concerns had been heard and taken seriously. However, only five members of the Commission came from the Global South, while seven were from the Global North, including representatives from the United States, Russia, and Germany.
When asked about France’s absence during interviews with the author, Kouchner and Bettati argued that it was not an oversight from the chairs of the Commission or a lack of interest from France, but rather a political move to attempt to exclude France from the human protection arena.\textsuperscript{58} Gareth Evans – co-chair of the ICISS – confirmed that France was deliberately excluded from the Commission, but not for the reasons put forward by Kouchner and Bettati. In an interview with the author, he argued that ‘the French were part of the problem’.\textsuperscript{59}

This claim can be explained by the fact that by the end of the 1990s, many members of the international community deemed France’s position on human protection to be controversial and outdated since it was perceived as only promoting a right – rather than a duty and a right – to intervene. For instance, Evans argued that ‘there was so much, so much antagonism towards the notion of a right. [...] No matter what [the new members of the Security Council and newly independent states] were willing to sign up to, they were not prepared to sign up to a generalised right, a droit’.\textsuperscript{60} Similarly, Roberta Cohen and Francis Deng explained that the French contribution in the 1990s can be summarised in ‘the idea of a right to humanitarian intervention ("le droit d’ingérence") [...] The international community, it was argued, should have a right to intervene when governments obstructed access to populations in need or deliberately subjected them to starvation or other abuses. The directness
of the approach met with considerable opposition from those who feared that intervention to gain access to war-affected populations was too much of a challenge to the principle of non-interference in internal affairs'. Although these commentators associated France to a ‘right to humanitarian intervention’, they did not mention the idea of a 

devivor
to protect despite the fact that it had influenced the various French executives since the 1980s.

This narrow understanding of France’s conception of human protection can be explained by the fact that, even though key French personalities such as Mitterrand, Chirac, and Kouchner had clearly defined the distinctions – but also the links – between droit and devoir d’ingérence domestically during the 1987 ‘Conference on Moral and Humanitarian Right’ in Paris, they failed to clearly do so internationally. Additionally, France was seen as being ‘part of the problem’ by actively intervening militarily for humanitarian purposes since 1991 and often using a coercive approach to do so.

Consequently, considering that it would be challenging to find a compromise between the states in favour of intervening to protect, and those concerned with the implications for their sovereignty, France was not included in the global conversation about a new framework for human protection. This allowed the Commission to send a
strong signal to the sceptics of humanitarian intervention and rally support behind its work. This exclusion meant that in contrast to the late 1980s-early 1990s when France played a role of norm entrepreneur in the emergence of humanitarian intervention, it was not involved in the emergence of R2P.

**From the 2005 World Summit to Libya: France, a norm consolidator or a threat to R2P?**

Considering France’s lack of involvement in the ICISS, Chirac and his executive – like the majority of the international community – only began to support R2P at the 2005 World Summit.\(^6^2\) This support was not particularly surprising considering France’s commitment to human protection since the 1980s, but it began to noticeably increase from August 2006 when key members of the executive started co-drafting the UN Security Council resolutions on R2P instead of simply supporting them.\(^6^3\)

When President Nicolas Sarkozy was elected in 2007, this support continued as all the UN Security Council resolutions on R2P were co-drafted by France\(^6^4\) and key members of the executive kept emphasising the importance of the international principle in their statements. For instance, Gérard Araud, the French Representative to
the UN, argued that France would ‘spare no effort to operationalise that concept’.\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, even though France was not a norm entrepreneur of R2P as it played no direct role in its emergence, it became a norm consolidator from 2006 by making sure that the international principle was being debated and used by the Security Council.

However, as the first section explained, it is common for differences in understanding to emerge during the development of new international norms as they are often broadly defined in order to help states build congruence with their local beliefs and practices. R2P was no exception and, as a consequence, Sarkozy and his executives promoted a rather unique and broad understanding of the international principle.

First, even though the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document does not refer to R2P as containing three responsibilities – to prevent, to react, and to rebuild – as the original ICISS report did, Sarkozy and his various executives embraced this approach.\textsuperscript{66} Additionally, while emphasising the importance of prevention, they argued that the use of force under what would become Pillar III should not be neglected when prevention failed,\textsuperscript{67} therefore putting France amongst the minority of states that saw R2P as more than a ‘consensual’ tool to protect.
However, the real specificity in France’s understanding of the international principle lies in the way it understood its historic roots. Key members of the executive rejected the idea that R2P was new and argued that it had French origins. For instance, Kouchner, who was once again Minister of foreign affairs at the time, associated the international principle with the way France’s domestic norm of human protection was defined in the 1980s by arguing that ‘France invented the droit d’ingérence. [...] The Security Council talks about “the responsibility to protect”. It is the same thing’.$^{68}$

This kind of claim could be seen as unsurprising coming from Kouchner as it could be a way to repossess the debate on human protection and protect his legacy. It was however reiterated by other key members of the executive. In particular, in 2011, Sarkozy associated R2P with France by arguing that, ‘the Security Council, with these two crises [in Côte d’Ivoire and Libya], allowed us to materialise for the first time a principle of action, which France managed to make the UN adopt in 2005: the responsibility to protect’.$^{69}$

This association of R2P with France is quite surprising given that it was not part of the ICISS as it was deemed to be ‘part of the problem’. Additionally, the claim is questionable since key distinctions between R2P and France’s domestic norm of human protection can be emphasised. In particular, France’s domestic norm relies on a
Westphalian conception of sovereignty, which necessarily counterpoises sovereignty and intervention. Yet, R2P is based on the principle of ‘sovereignty as responsibility’, which puts ‘sovereignty and human rights [as] two sides of the same coin’.70 Additionally, in contrast to France’s broad conception of human protection, R2P covers exclusively four categories of crimes: genocide, ethnic cleansing, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.

It is difficult to explain why the majority of the executive at the time did not seem – or refused – to see these key distinctions, but at least three factors were influential. First, the role played by France’s domestic norm of human protection cannot be underestimated since its influence on Sarkozy’s executives was strong.71 Considering that the domestic norm had linked the notions of right and duty to intervene since the 1980s and that the key innovation of R2P was to explicitly promote a responsibility – and not simply a right – to protect to the international community, France’s own understanding of human protection influenced key members of the executive such as Sarkozy in arguing that R2P and France’s conception were similar. This is even less surprising since at the time, the international principle was still being negotiated by the international community and therefore, its meaning was opened to interpretation.
Additionally, like his predecessors, Sarkozy was determined to promote France’s rank. Considering that France’s image as the ‘homeland of human rights’ contributed to promoting the idea that France is ‘more than a middle-size power’, key members of the executive such as Sarkozy, Kouchner, and Juppé began to link R2P to France in order to counterpoise the dissociation between France and human protection that had been promoted by the ICISS.

Last but not least, the role played by Kouchner and Bettati has to be acknowledged. They both argued in interviews with the author that R2P was a political move to exclude the French from the human rights arena and, more particularly, an attempt to diminish their own legacy. Consequently, the linkage of R2P to their diplomatic efforts in the 1980s can be seen as an effort to re-instate France’s place in the R2P story and maintain their legacy.

The implications of this association of the international principle with France’s domestic norm were important since by refusing to – or at the very least, by failing to – understand the key distinctions between the two, Sarkozy and his various executives promoted a broad understanding of R2P, where the source of the humanitarian emergency should be broadly defined, and where military action should be undertaken.
if prevention and diplomacy fail. This meant that at times, when trying to promote R2P, France ended up endangering it.

This can first be seen in 2008, when Cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar/Burma and Kouchner argued that the junta’s refusal to accept humanitarian assistance was a crime against humanity. The idea that the consequences of a natural disaster could fall under R2P had originally been suggested in the ICISS report, but it was disregarded at the 2005 World Summit. Even though the French proposal received some support, it was flatly rejected by two veto powers – Russia and China – and by key international figures on R2P such as Ramesh Thakur and Edward Luck who were concerned that this broad understanding of the international principle would endanger it.

What is interesting here is that, as suggested in the section on the subsidiarity process, the emerging international norm actually ended up being strengthened by France’s attempt to broadly define R2P: while France’s proposal generated much controversy and debate, it eventually helped reinforce the international consensus around the international principle since the majority of the international community agreed the situation did not fall under R2P.
Things were however more complicated in Libya, which constituted another episode when, in light of France’s unique understanding of R2P, Sarkozy’s executive ended up endangering the emerging international norm while trying to promote it. After lobbying for the Security Council to take action, France actively took part in the NATO-led intervention that followed the adoption of Resolution 1973. This operation was initially well received in many Western states but rapidly faced strong critiques for undertaking regime change.

In contrast to Myanmar/Burma, the case of Libya provides a good example of when the subsidiarity process ends up endangering the emerging norm. By promoting a broad understanding of R2P and undertaking regime change, France and the coalition considerably damaged the international consensus it benefited from. This episode shows how much the subsidiarity process can impact an international norm like R2P, even at a stage when it benefited from a relatively strong international support.

While France impacted R2P by playing a role of norm consolidator – and at times, troublemaker – R2P also progressively began to influence France’s conception and practice of human protection between 2005 and 2011. For instance, in 2008, the French executive had to pull back from intervening in Myanmar/Burma after the
contestation of the international community. As explained in the first section, this impact is not surprising as the influence of an emerging international norm is expected to grow with the international consensus around it.

However, in light of the influence of France’s domestic norm of human protection since the 1980s and considering that the impact of an international norm is only proportional to its strength, the impact of R2P on France remained somewhat limited during Sarkozy’s presidency. Even though it facilitated France’s interventions by providing a favourable international normative context and at times, restricted where France could intervene, what mainly drove the various executives to intervene remained the influence of France’s domestic norm of human protection. Sarkozy and key members of his executives kept promoting the idea that in light of its history, values, and rank, France had a special role to play in the promotion of human protection.  

As a consequence, despite the fact that Kouchner’s proposal to intervene in Myanmar/Burma was rejected in 2008, the various executives kept promoting a broad understanding of human protection. Additionally, they did not limit France’s military interventions to R2P cases, but intervened worldwide to protect. An average of 8,222 troops a year was deployed for humanitarian purposes between 2005 and 2012, and
like Opération Harmattan in Libya, these interventions were not always consensual
and often went beyond a narrow civilian protection mandate in order to meet France’s
own conception of human protection rather than R2P’s.

**France and R2P post Libya: The road to alignment**

Like their predecessors, President Hollande (2012-2017) and his various executives
were strong promoters of R2P. For instance, the 2013 *Livre Blanc* on Defence and
National Security showcased its importance and France’s commitment to its
development.\(^7^9\) Consequently, the various executives kept co-drafting the majority of
the UN Security Council Resolutions referring to R2P\(^8^0\) and actively advocated for the
P5\(^8^1\) to restrain the use of their veto in mass atrocity situations.

Even through the idea had already been suggested by Védrine (Minister of
foreign affairs between 1997 and 2002) and Kouchner in the early 2000s, this proposal
became a central goal of Hollande and his executives. In September 2013, the French
president personally defended the idea in front of the UN General Assembly.\(^8^2\) During
the 70th session of the UN General Assembly held in September 2015, France and
Mexico officially put forward a ‘Political statement on the suspension of the veto in
case of mass atrocities’ which as of 27 June 2017, was supported by 96 member states.83

In addition to this active diplomatic support, Hollande and his executives played a key part in the deployment of military force to uphold R2P. For instance, after co-drafting Resolution 2085 in December 2012, Hollande announced in January 2013 an extensive French intervention in the African state. In December 2013, France also intervened in CAR in response to UN Security Council Resolution 2127. This rapid response was welcomed by Kofi Annan, former UN Secretary-General, who declared, ‘I’m glad François Hollande and France have accepted the responsibility entrusted to them by the UN resolution. [...] We must acknowledge the work of France in Mali and Central African Republic. If everyone had the same moral impulse, the world would be very different’.84

In August 2013, the French executive also actively prepared for an intervention in Syria. It had already recognised the national coalition as the legitimate representative of the Syrian nation in September 2012 and provided humanitarian and material support to the opposition, but the French president declared that he was thinking about a military intervention to respond to the use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime.85 The French proposal to intervene militarily was rapidly taken off
the table by the Kerry-Lavrov disarmament accord, yet Hollande’s executives remained committed to finding a diplomatic solution.

This ongoing commitment to human protection during Hollande’s presidency can partly be explained by the influence of France’s domestic norm of human protection since it remained strong during that period. For instance, Hollande justified France’s intervention in CAR by arguing that it was ‘its duty’. However, it is interesting to note that Hollande and his executives were also increasingly influenced by R2P. This can be seen in the fact that they stopped promoting a broad understanding of the international norm. They only referred to a narrow definition of the four cases outlined in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document and they also avoided commenting on the roots of R2P, therefore interrupting the claim that R2P’s origins lied in France’s diplomatic efforts in the 1980s.

At this stage, it is challenging to determine the exact causes of this shift. However, two factors can be put forward as having played an important role. In light of what was discussed in the first section, and considering the growing influence of R2P worldwide during Hollande’s presidency, the actions of Hollande and his various executives suggest that the internalisation of R2P had begun to take place and
consequently, France’s conception of human protection started aligning with the international consensus on the international norm.

A second factor also deserves to be taken into account: the executives’ willingness to keep promoting France as a key actor of human protection. This became a necessity for Hollande since his central role in the field of human protection was one of the few policies that increased his low approval rates. Additionally, France’s key role in human protection had allowed the various executives to promote the idea that France is the ‘homeland of human rights’ and ‘more than a middle-size power’, which directly impacts its international status. During Hollande’s presidency, showcasing this representation of France was more important than ever since France lost some of its leadership in Europe and the UN Security Council. It could thus not afford to be stigmatised in the field of human protection by promoting a broad – and controversial – understanding of R2P.

No matter the reasons, it is interesting to note that France’s conception of human protection progressively began to align with the international consensus on R2P, thus confirming that the influence of the international norm was growing, even on states like France which had a strong related – yet distinct – domestic norm of human protection.
Conclusion

Through this tale of two norms, the article begins to correct the overly dominant Anglo-Saxon focus that characterises the existing literature on human protection by bringing to light the central role played by France in its development, along with the growing influence R2P has had on France over the years. By doing so, it suggests that expanding the focus of the literature to other non Anglo-Saxons states that are supportive of human protection norms is a necessity if we are to ever gain a full understanding of key international norms such as R2P.

Additionally, by emphasising the strong impact of France’s domestic norm of human protection on the various executives over time and the growing influence of R2P on France’s conception of human protection, the article reshapes our understanding of France’s foreign policy (especially since most of the interventions France undertakes abroad are to respond to potential and ongoing mass atrocity situations) and helps us better anticipate the future. For instance, it can be assumed that France will remain committed to human protection and is likely to do so in a way that will help promote France’s rank – for example, via the use of strong mandates when it decides to intervene. This is to be particularly expected at a time when, due to
BREXIT, France will be the only permanent member of the EU on the Security Council and will be facing increased pressure to justify its seat. However, its commitment to human protection is likely to keep shifting in light of the growing influence of the R2P.

The first months of President Macron’s presidency already seem to confirm these trends. During his victory speech in May, President Macron argued that France would be present everywhere ‘the spirit of the Enlightenment is endangered’. Even though it has only been a few months, he and his executive appear to be committed to fulfilling this promise. France is the penholder at the UN Security Council for the situations in Burundi, CAR, Cote d’Ivoire, the DRC, Lebanon, Mali and to a certain extent, Syria and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Additionally, although it is not the official penholder for the situations in Libya and Syria, it has played a central role diplomatically when it comes to the resolutions of these crises. In Syria, Macron has been pushing for a political solution and the prosecution by the International Criminal Court of those responsible of chemical attacks. Similarly, in Libya, he talks about ‘France’s particular responsibility’ and after organising negotiations in La Celle Saint Cloud in July, he has expressed his commitment to help organise fair elections in 2018. Last but not least, like their predecessors, Macron and his executive are also actively advocating for the P5 to restrain the use of their veto power in mass atrocity situations.
From a theoretical point of view, the article emphasises the importance of taking into account the interplay between related – yet distinct – domestic and international norms. The analysis of this interplay allows a better understanding of the emergence, development, and influence of key international norms such as R2P. It also brings to light the role key states like France can play in their development, and how they internalise and implement such norms. Additionally, building on the constructivist literature, the article puts forward a framework to study this interplay between domestic and international norms over time. Even though it was designed to study France’s relationship to R2P, it can be used to study other cases and thus makes a broader contribution to the literature on norms and IR theory more generally.

The extent of the article’s theoretical contribution also lies in the fact that it examines a case in which an international norm (R2P) interacts with a state (France) that is positively disposed to it, but still has its own interpretation of what it should entail and how it ought to be understood by the rest of the international community in light of the influence of its own related yet distinct domestic norm (France’s domestic norm of human protection). By doing so, it contrasts from contributions made by Acharya and others who have tended to focus on cases in which states are resistant to – or wary of – the international norm, and thus provides a different and valuable view
of how norms develop and interact. Therefore, anyone interested in human protection, France’s foreign policy, or norm diffusion should monitor France’s current and future commitment to human protection, and more specifically, its relationship to R2P.
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